Abstract-This paper deals with the designing of system which saves electricity by running which on solar energy. Here, solar powered BLDC motor is used to drive cooler. These will be a hybrid system because , BLDC motor will get supply from battery charged by solar energy as well as by DC supply.
INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses about construction of hybrid solar cooler. The photovoltaic (PV) module may be connected either in parallel or series power converters and batteries are been used. Solar power based hybrid cooler is to save the electricity by implementing a system which charges the battery using solar energy. During off season solar energy can be used for lighting purpose using AC supply.
OBJECTIVES
To save the electricity and water by used of solar energy for charging of battery and it's protected through the charger controller. Two sensors are used for minimizing of wastage of water as well as in off season we utilize the energy in form of light.
II. METHODOLOGY

Figure. 1 -Block diagram of Project
The AC to DC converter will convert the AC voltage in DC voltage. Solar panel charged with battery in day time. Microcontroller circuit will work on power supply as on battery, which will move the solar panel through the gear based moving mechanism. The sensor that will be installed on the solar panel for detecting the sun movement. It will give the signal to the microcontroller which will control the motor. This will further help in controlling the movement of solar panel. The regulated IC of 12V DC will give supply to the microcontroller. The pump controller circuit will run on battery and the sensors attached will sense the level of moisture in the net on the pump will turn ON or the level of moisture goes down and the pump will be OFF, when the moisture level is high. The BLDC motor operates on battery. The DC fan will get supply from battery; sensor in the tank will detect the water level in the tank and will indicate using LED light. The upper sensor will detect that the net of the cooler is dry then the pump will automatically on and it will be in the same position till the net is filled with water. After the second sensor will give the signal to switch off the pump.
Figure: 2 (Model of project)
III. COMPONENTS USED IN CIRCUIT
Figure.3:-PCB layout Of pump section
IV.
CHARGE CONTROLLER It is protected from deep discharge of battery and over charged. 
CALCULATION OF BATTERY
Solar power= 20 w P=VI I=20/12=1. Average current during the day time =1.7*12=20.4 Current consumption of fan=2.5A Current consumption of fan=0.5mA Current consumption in fan and pump section is approx=0.5mA Current consumption of other parts =0.5 to 0.6mA Total current consumption =2.5+0.5m+0.5m+0.5m=2.5015A Rating of battery =12v, 12Ahr Time to fully discharge battery =12/total current consumption 12/2.5015=4.7971=5hours 
RATING OF COMPONENTS
ADVANTAGES
 Power consumption is less.  To save electricity and water.  Less noisy V. CONCLUSION In this paper we designed a Solar power based hybrid cooler, which operates in two sources AC as well as DC using solar energy. we have used 20w solar panel and battery is 12v DC, it will be worked 5 hour per day. accordingly, components are chosen from the pump section, microcontroller after that charge controller.
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